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Abstract—This paper presents and analyzes a fully digital
instruction-cycle-based dynamic voltage scaling (iDVS) power
management strategy for low-power processor designs. The pro-
posed iDVS technique is fully compatible with conventional DVS
scheduler algorithms. An additional computer aided design-based
design flow was embedded in a standard cell library to implement
the iDVS-based processor in highly integrated system-on-a-chip
applications. The lattice asynchronous self-timed control digital
low-dropout regulator with swift response and low quiescent cur-
rent was also utilized to improve iDVS voltage transition response.
Results show that the iDVS-based processor with the proposed
adaptive instruction cycle control scheme can efficiently perform
millions of instructions per second during iDVS transition. The
iDVS-based digital signal processor chip was implemented in a
HH-NEC 0.18-µm standard complementary metal-oxide semicon-
ductor. Measurement results show that the voltage tracking speed
with 11.6 V/µs saved 53% power.

Index Terms—Buck converter, digital signal processor (DSP),
dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), fast transient, low dropout (LDO)
regulator, low-power design, million instructions per second
(MIPS) performance, SoC, switching regulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

P ERSONAL portable electronics are essential products
in our daily lives and are being used for entertainment,

for communication, and as biomedical measurement devices.
Portable electronics contain processors, such as digital signal
processors (DSPs), advanced reduced instruction set computing
machines (ARM), and microcontroller units (MCU), as core
components. Therefore, designing a low-power processor to
extend the battery life of portable devices and to save more
power is a critical design target.
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Fig. 1. Low-power management strategy for processors.

Fig. 1 shows the hierarchical processor architecture and
demonstrates that programs are executed from the high-level
operating system (OS) layer to the lowest component layer.
The program, which is stored in the memory, is accessed
by the OS for dispatching and scheduling of many different
priority tasks, in which the basic unit of a task is the indi-
vidual instruction. After the processor decodes the instructions,
logic gate circuits are activated to perform specific compu-
tations. The corresponding layer then accepts these logical
control signals to enable or disable millions of complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) transistors. Hence, var-
ious techniques have been presented based on the hierarchical
processor architecture to reduce the power consumption of
processors.
In Fig. 1, down to the lowest level, which is the CMOS

process component layer, multiple-threshold voltage and body
bias adjustment techniques are employed in [1]. For simplicity,
the clustered-voltage-scaling (CVS) technique at the logic gate
layer is adopted in [2]. These techniques have limited power
reduction capabilities and require foundry process support or
careful layout placement of logical-cell with multipower grids.
By contrast, the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) technique
in the OS layer is an effective technique in reducing power
consumption because the dynamic power consumption depends
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Fig. 2. Conventional task-based DVS control circuit [6].

on a quadratic function of the supply voltage and the clock
frequency as shown in

(1)

where is the equivalent dynamic operation capacitance.
DVS technique is appropriate for low-power DSP designs

fabricated by using standard CMOS processes [3]–[5]. The
conventional DVS task-based control circuit [6] as depicted
in Fig. 2 uses a closed loop to ensure that the clock fre-
quency meets the desired processor operating clock frequency

, which is assigned by the OS to the frequency
register for a specific task execution. If the peak performance is
not necessary, the processor operation clock frequency can be
degraded for power saving. Here, the ring oscillator converts
the real-time supply voltage , which is generated by an
inductor-based switching regulator (SWR), into digital nu-
merical clock frequency . The is compared
with the to determine the digital frequency error
signal and to produce the control signal through the
digital filter. Finally, the drivers after the digital loop filter turn
on/off the power MOSFETs to modify the output voltage .
Therefore, the processor clock frequency is rapidly changed to
achieve the dynamic frequency scaling (DFS) according to the
minimum and dynamically generated supply voltage. Because
the power supply regulator is an inductor-based converter, the
DVS tracking speed is restricted from a few microseconds to a
few milliseconds. Thus, various fast voltage tracking methods
for high-performance DVS response have been reported [7],
[8].
The conventional task-based DVS technique allows all tasks

in a scheduler to complete just-in-time operations. Thus, the
OS depends on run-time workload and dynamically adjusts
the supply voltage, thereby leading to substantial power sav-
ings [9], [10]. However, the conventional task-based DVS is
limited to the highest power instruction of a task operation,
as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) shows that conventional
task-based DVS with conservative scheduler will fail to operate
if the processor has no slack time. Therefore, conventional
task-based DVS techniques are designed to change the pro-
cessor operating clock frequency to facilitate the voltage scaling

Fig. 3. (a) Conventional task-based DVS is limited by the high power instruc-
tion. (b) iDVS effectively reducing power consumption.

operation. However, these techniques induce several problems
when controlling peripheral modules, that is, rapidly changing
processor clock frequency will result in control signal timing
errors and missing of communication data latch in peripheral
devices, such as synchronous dynamic random access memory
(SDRAM), inter-integrated circuit , analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), digital-to-analog converter (DAC), universal
asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART), and flash memory
peripheral interface. The reason for this drawback is the de-
pendence of peripheral devices in system on chip (SoC) on
constant clock and predictable control signals.
To overcome the aforementioned design challenges, this

paper proposes an instruction-cycle-based dynamic voltage
scaling (iDVS) technique and employs this technique in the
instruction layer [11]. Even in the absence of slack time, as
shown in Fig. 3(b), the iDVS can effectively reduce power
consumption better than the conventional task-based DVS
technique can. As depicted in Fig. 4(a), the processor works as
a dynamic loading and is emulated by an adjustable resistor,
which is controlled by the instructions. In this paper, the iDVS
power management, which is based on different instructions,
does not require changing or stalling of the processor op-
erating clock frequency. Instead, the iDVS ensures that the
processor performs with minimum power supply. Through the
task-based DVS, energy can be reduced when tasks have low
power consumption. Therefore, iDVS is more appropriate for
low-power DSP designs. Fig. 4(b) shows a DSP employing the
proposed iDVS topology. The core component of the iDVS
includes a lattice asynchronous self-timed control (LASC)
digital low-dropout (D-LDO) regulator and an iDVS controller
with an adaptive instruction-cycle control (AIC) circuit. The
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Fig. 4. (a) Concept of the iDVS operation. (b) iDVS processor block diagram.

Fig. 5. Stages and critical paths during instruction execution.

D-LDO regulator and the AIC circuit guarantee fast voltage
tracking speed and high operation frequency.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.

Section II describes the proposed iDVS mechanism. Section III
presents a design flow for the iDVS-based processor with
automatic computer-aided design (CAD) tools. Section IV
illustrates the adaptive instruction-cycle control. Section V
presents the fast transient and low-power LASC D-LDO reg-
ulator. Section VI presents the experimental results. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PROPOSED iDVS MECHANISM

Processors are designed to operate with versatile appli-
cation programs. When taking a phone call, the OS of an
embedded system issues the key-scan service and speech com-
pressing/decompressing code-excited linear prediction (CELP)
algorithm once mobile phone buttons are pushed. Similarly,
when listening to a moving picture experts group audio layer
III (MP3) and simultaneously browsing a picture from the flash
memory device, the OS dispatches the file-system access and
the MP3/joint photographic experts group (JPEG) decoding

algorithm. Although these task programs have different charac-
teristics, their fundamental unit is still the instruction unit. The
basic steps of program execution in a processor are instruction
fetching, decoding, executing, and storing, as illustrated in
Fig. 5(a). The most complicated part is the execution unit in
Fig. 5(b), which can provide all types of hardware circuits to
support different complex instructions. Each instruction has its
corresponding critical data path to complete execution. Critical
paths occupy only a small fraction of the total number of paths
within a chip. Unfortunately, the clock speed of a synchronous
processor is determined by the worst delay of the critical paths.
These critical paths usually map high-power-consuming and
long data path instructions that are subjected to single-instruc-
tion multiple-data (SIMD) instructions, such as divide (DIV),
normalize (NORM), and multiply-and-accumulate (MAC).
Long slack time exists in noncritical path instructions. Fig. 6(a)
shows the slack time in different instructions. Fig. 6(b) shows
the measured slack time and power consumption of various
instructions at the supply voltage fixed at 1.8 V. Consequently,
a longer slack time corresponds to a smaller supply voltage that
can be provided by the proposed iDVS. However, reducing the
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Fig. 6. (a) Slack time in different instructions. (b) Measured slack time and
power consumption of different instructions.

supply voltage affects the propagation delay in the CMOS
circuit. As shown in

(2)

where is inversely proportional to the supply voltage ,
where and are foundry process parameters [12].
The test chip of a 23-stage ring oscillator in a 0.18- m CMOS

process uses 1.8-V core devices. Fig. 7 shows the maximum
operating frequency and total power consumption with re-
spect to supply voltage variation. According to the results of the
supply voltage with 1.8 V, the unit of the y-axis is the normal-
ized operating frequency and the normalized power consump-
tion. The result reveals that the relationship between the circuit
operation frequency and the supply voltage is linear from
1.2 to 1.8 V. Moreover, if the is scaled down from 1.8 to
1.4 V, the is still larger than half of the maximum oper-
ating frequency at 1.8 V. Thus, the scaling range of the
for the normal operation in the proposed iDVS ranges from 1.2
to 1.8 V, excluding the HALT and no operation (NOP) instruc-
tions. The minimum should be larger than 1 V; otherwise,
the level-shift signal will experience serious delay when travel-
ling from the level-shift circuit to peripheral I/O modules.
Power reduction is obvious if the proposed iDVS mechanism

lowers the supply voltage of the instruction execution on the

non-critical path while maintaining a higher supply voltage on
the critical paths to satisfy complex instruction timing requests.
Therefore, the DVS dynamically adjusts the supply voltage on
the basis of the instruction-cycle domain to guarantee that suf-
ficient power is provided for correct execution of instructions.
In addition, iDVS requires the regulator to have high-speed
voltage tracking capability to provide in-demand power for
instruction execution. Thus, the DSP chip has an embedded
all-digital LASC D-LDO regulator with low quiescent current
to meet the required voltage tracking speed. Consequently,
processor performance degrades when iDVS operates during
voltage transition. In previous systems, voltage transition will
stall the entire processor operation unless the required power
for the instruction is available, which results in the serous
degradation of the million instructions per second (MIPS)
performance.
To avoid the aforementioned drawbacks, the proposed LASC

D-LDO regulator obtains help from the adaptive instruc-
tion-cycle control (AIC) circuit. The LASC D-LDO regulator
with ultra-low quiescent current at light loads can offer rapid
voltage tracking speed during voltage transition. The AIC
scheme can adaptively adjust the instruction execution cycle
time to guarantee that each instruction is correctly executed
during voltage tracking for high-performance iDVS operation,
that is, the iDVS-based design processor does not change the
processor clock frequency or stall the entire processor clock
during DVS operation. As a result, the processor performance
is maintained without adjusting the clock frequency to be more
suitable for control of peripheral I/O devices in the SoC.

III. DESIGN FLOW FOR THE iDVS-BASED PROCESSOR
WITH THE AUTOMATIC CAD TOOLS

Identifying the corresponding critical data path for each in-
struction and relative operating voltage for the iDVS technique
is an important issue because thousands of data paths and mil-
lions of logic gates are deployed in a processor. Analyzing the
correlation between critical data paths and instructions manu-
ally would be impractical. Therefore, CAD tools are utilized
to provide an effective route for analyzing this correlation. To
create the parameters required by the instruction critical path
(ICP) emulator, circuit extraction tools obtain register-transfer
level (RTL) components and parasitic resistor/capacitor (RC) on
the instruction critical path. The extracted circuit netlist from the
target processor can be used for Spice simulation to obtain min-
imum operation voltage for each instruction. In the conventional
design flow, CAD tools also help analyze and optimize the final
chip operation timing/function correctly under process, voltage,
and temperature (PVT) variations.
Fig. 8 illustrates the standard cell library design flow in an

iDVS-based processor. The design flow contains the three steps
outlined below. First, hardware specifications are coded into
hardware description language (HDL) according to traditional
design flow to synthesize the cell-based circuit for post-simula-
tion, which can check the function and verify timing. The crit-
ical path of each instruction at the post-stimulation stage can
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Fig. 7. Normalized operating frequency and normalized power consumption versus supply voltage in a 23-stage ring oscillator fabricated in 0.18- m CMOS
process.

Fig. 8. Standard cell library design flow with the proposed iDVS design flow.

be obtained by using the standard cell library with the RC ex-
traction and timing analysis tool in the proposed iDVS-based
processor. Spice simulation can be conducted to establish the
critical path table for correlating minimum operating voltage to
each corresponding instruction. The timing parameter of each
instruction critical path is also extracted to create the ICP in the
AIC circuit. Final step is backward annotation of each instruc-
tion power catalog and timing constraint to the iDVS controller
in the HDL design. Owing to the help of the RC extraction and
the timing analysis tools, the iDVS technique can fit any stan-
dard cell library provided by the foundries.

IV. ADAPTIVE INSTRUCTION-CYCLE CONTROL

The instruction unit occupies one clock cycle in the reduced
instruction set computing (RISC) design. However, a real-time
adaptive instruction cycle should be performed in the AIC cir-
cuit of the proposed iDVS to adapt to the scaling supply voltage
level of the LASC D-LDO regulator. Fig. 9(a) and (b)
show the topologies of the iDVS controller and the AIC circuit,
respectively. The ICP in Fig. 9(b) emulates the relative in-
struction group critical-path delay, which is synthesized by the
standard-cell delay component after timing verification through
the proposed iDVS CAD design flow. Instructions that have
the same characteristic of data path or power consumption are
grouped into one ICP emulator. The current AIC design has
four ICP emulators. Each ICP contains a rising edge detector
(RED), standard-cell delay components, a delay trimming
module, and control logics. The delay trimming module is an
option for minimizing mass-production deviation after minor

adjustment. Fig. 10 shows the operation states of the iDVS
controller with the timing diagrams as depicted in Fig. 11.
The DSP instruction cycle is synchronous with the edge-trig-

gered clock signal . In each cycle, the different instruc-
tions shown in Fig. 6 are decoded to generate the instruction
group signal . When the DSP consecutively exe-
cutes the instruction stream, the iDVS controller monitors the
required power for each instruction according to the instruc-
tion power table, which is generated by the iDVS CAD design
flow. Once the iDVS detects that the required execution-power
of the next instruction is different from that of the current ex-
ecution instruction group, the instruction group in accordance
with the instruction group change the signals is-
sued to the AIC circuit. In the next stage, the iDVS controller
enters the tracking mode state from the operation state to acti-
vate the LASC D-LDO regulator by setting the signal
to high. As shown in Fig. 11(a), due to the characteristic of the
DSP pipeline structure, the voltage transition command is is-
sued before an instruction is executed prior to one clock cycle.
Once RED detects the instruction group change signals, which
are synchronized with , RED will induce one pulse signal

to the ICP emulator. The next operation of the AIC circuit
is similar to the race condition to test whether the instruction
can complete execution within one instruction cycle under the
present supply voltage . If passes through the ICP em-
ulator and simultaneously exceeds the rising edge of the ,
then the AIC circuit will pull low the signal .
is synchronized by the iDVS controller to generate the signal

. Thus, setting the signal to low is synonymous
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Fig. 9. (a) Topology of the iDVS controller with the AIC circuit. (b) AIC circuit.

Fig. 10. Operation states of the iDVS controller.

to informing the DSP execution unit that an extra cycle is not
needed during the instruction cycle.
On the other hand, the passing of through the ICP em-

ulator and the lag of the rising edge of the indicates that
insufficient power is provided by the . The DSP needs to
insert an extra cycle to complete the current instruction exe-
cution by setting to high. According to (2) and Fig. 7,
there will no instruction required to exceed two cycles for exe-
cution in the section 1.4 1.8 V. Owing to the instruction pre-de-
coding of the pipeline structure and fast transition response of
the LASC D-LDO regulator, the iDVS-based DSP only needs
one extra-cycle during the up-tracking voltage transition. If the
iDVS controller detects the low level of the within two
successive instruction cycles, the supply voltage is well-regu-
lated and sufficient for the instruction execution. The iDVS con-
troller then withdraws the power check request signal and
returns to the locking mode by setting the to low.

Conversely, the supply voltage is sufficiently high to
avoid blocking of DSP execution flow during down-tracking
voltage transition. The control sequence of the down-tracking
voltage transition is as follows. First, the D-LDO regulator
pulls low the . The iDVS controller then sends the group
change signals to the AIC circuit and continuously
monitors the comparison result of the with the reference
voltage . Finally, the iDVS controller returns to the locking
mode by setting the to low until the and the

have two crossover points after the signal is main-
tained at low levels within two successive instruction cycles
as depicted in Fig. 11(b). Simultaneously, the iDVS controller
withdraws the power check request signal . The supply
voltage is adequate for instruction execution in the locking
mode. Therefore, correct instruction execution can be achieved
during iDVS voltage transition without stopping the operation
clock by using the proposed AIC mechanism.

V. PROPOSED LASC D-LDO REGULATOR

Low-power DSP designs are on the cutting-edge of ad-
vance processes. Digital processes are more mature than
analog processes. Thus, the all-digital LDO has wide oper-
ating voltage range from the device threshold voltage, ,
to the highest supply voltage and requires minimal biasing
current to ensure voltage regulation. The all-digital LDO is
also more suitable for embedded iDVS-based processor de-
signs. All digital clock-based LDO regulators [13], [14] and
inductor switching type dc–dc converters [15] demonstrate
fast voltage transition response but require high-frequency
operation clock, which results in substantial power con-
sumption. To meet versatile power demand from processor
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Fig. 11. Timing diagram of the iDVS operation. (a) Up-tracking condition. (b) Down-tracking condition.

Fig. 12. Implementation of an asynchronous D-LDO regulator with LASC.

instructions, the iDVS-based LDO should have the advan-
tage of easily extended driving capability without increasing
design complexity. Therefore, this paper proposes the capac-
itor-free LASC controlled D-LDO regulator to provide rapid
transient supply voltage and low-quiescent-current regulator,
as depicted in Fig. 12, because the iDVS technique needs
fast voltage tracking. The lattice structure of the LASC

D-LDO regulator is easily extendable and does not require
a constant clock to trigger each self-timed control units
(SCUs) to provide voltage regulation. The operation of the
LASC is similar to a clock-free bidirectional shift register
for determining power switch activation. Without utilization
of the synchronous clock, the asynchronous control realizes
the hand-shaking operation between adjacent SCU stages.
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Fig. 13. Implementations of (a) SCU, (b) SR-latch comparator, (c) HR, (d) Muller C-gate, (e) rising edge detector (RED), and (f) TR.

The driven source is an event so that the problems of clock
skew and synchronous surge current never occur.
The LASC D-LDO regulator comprises SCU, SR-latch com-

parator, heading reflector (HR), and terminal reflector (TR), as
shown in Fig. 13. The SCU in Fig. 13(a) contains a Muller
C-gate, an SR-latch comparator, a power switch, a path mul-
tiplexer, and control logics to modulate power switches to ob-
tain the regulated . The SR-latch comparator, as shown in
Fig. 13(b), is triggered by the high-level activation of enabling
signal , which is controlled by the forward request pulse

of the previous stage. The dynamic comparator compares
the with the to generate the signal to control the
corresponding power switch. The path multiplexer determines
the forward request signal from either the prior stage

or from the later stage backward request signal
according to the results, , , and . The table
in Fig. 13(a) shows the overall operating principle of the SCU-
based Muller C-gate self-timed control. Fig. 13(c) shows that
HR ensures that all SCUs in the LASC D-LDO regulator return
to their initial states. HR also guarantees that power switches are
turned off by setting the signal to low when the signal
is forced to low by the iDVS controller. The Muller C-gate in
Fig. 13(d) is a basic component of asynchronous circuits. The
behavior of an n-input Muller C-gate changes the output state
to high if all inputs are high and to low if all inputs are low;

otherwise, the n-input Muller C-gate keeps the output the same
as the previous state. As shown in Fig. 13(e), RED generates a
single pulse to trigger the HR circuit to pump the first request
pulse, thereby activating the LASC D-LDO regulator when the

changes from low to high by the iDVS controller. To deal
with boundary condition, the TR circuit as depicted in Fig. 13(f),
helps the forward request signal reflect form the termination
when the cannot acquire sufficient power supply at the
final SCU stage. Furthermore, the HR prevents the backward re-
quest signal frommissing when the derives an overcharge
load at the first SCU stage.
Fig. 14(a) and (b) illustrates the timing diagram of the single

SCU stage operation at different conditions for corresponding
circuit Fig. 13(a). When is smaller than the reference
voltage in an SCU stage that is triggered by the signal
from the prior stage, the level-active SR-latch comparator out-
puts the low-signal to turn on the power switch. Thus, the
voltage for the can be increased to track the . The for-
ward request signal is generated by self-time control
mechanism after a deterministic delay, “ ,”
when the next SCU stage performs shift-right operation, thereby
activating additional power switches to regulate . If
is greater than , then the control signal will be pulled
high to turn off the power switch of this stage. The backward
request signal will be triggered by the self-time mech-
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Fig. 14. Timing diagrams. (a) Single SCU operation when the is smaller than the . (b) Single SCU operation when the is larger than the .
(c) LASC operation when is activated.

Fig. 15. (a) Chip specifications. (b) Chip micrograph.

anism after a deterministic delay, “ ,” when
the prior SCU stage performs shift-left operation to reduce
driving capability.
Fig. 14(c) shows the operation timing diagram of the LASC

D-DLO regulator. First, is pulled low, and the signal
is forced to high by the iDVS controller during the power-on
reset state. All SCU stages are initialized to turn off all power
switches. Once the processor power-on sequence is completed,
the signal is forced to high by the iDVS controller then the
HR SCU pumps the first request signal into the LASC
controller such that the asynchronous D-LDO regulator output
voltage can start tracking the reference voltage
according to the instruction demand power. In the up-tracking
period, the LASC acts as shift-right operation to turn on more
power switches by shifting the control signals from
to . When reaches its target value of , the
backward request signals are issued to stop the delivery of
supplementary power to the . When the LASC operation
is converged to the adjacent SCU stages or when the present
supply voltage is adequate for normal instruction execution

which is verified by the AIC circuit, the signal is cleared
by the iDVS controller to change the operation state from the
tracking mode and return the state to the locking mode. The
LASC D-DLO regulator operation ends through the indication
of the signal . Thus, output voltage ripples are eliminated
in the proposed LASC D-LDO regulator because all SCUs are
in a steady state. Therefore, all devices are in a static state,
the current consumption has closely approached the 0.18- m
process, and the core devices leakage current is approximately
80 nA because of the fully digital designed D-LDO regulator.
The proposed LASC D-LDO regulator simultaneously achieves
fast response and ultra-low static current consumption.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Power management based on the iDVS mechanism equipped
with all-digital fast-response LASC D-LDO regulator and the
AIC scheme, which is embedded in the DSP, was implemented
in 0.18- m CMOS standard process. Fig. 15 shows the spec-
ifications and chip micrograph of the proposed mechanism.
The measurement results in Fig. 16(a) reveal that the power
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Fig. 16. (a) Measured power consumption in different types of instructions
with and without iDVS. (b) Measured waveforms of the iDVS operation.

consumption of the general operation instructions was reduced
to approximately 50% after iDVS activation. Fig. 16(b) shows
the iDVS output voltage with different instructions, and
Fig. 17 shows the measured LASC D-LDO regulator with
128-stage output voltage transient waveform when the DSP
performs the MP3 audio algorithm of the polyphase filter sec-
tion. DSP intensively executes the serial instructions of SIMD
and the circular buffer data move. The waveforms exploit
the dynamic transient response of the LASC D-LDO regulator
supply voltage, making the voltage tracking response time
smaller than 120 nS. The LASC D-LDO regulator consumes
200 A during the DVS transient period and 80 nA during the
quiescent operation mode. The LASC D-LDO regulator helps
the system achieve a current efficiency of 99.96%. Table I
compares the characteristics of LASC D-LDO regulator with
previous schemes.
The computational load in the DSP chip varies according to

task characteristic. However, the basic unit of task is instruc-
tion. For example, multiple and convolution MAC instructions
rarely appear in the disk service task, but the MP3 audio de-
coder requires 34% MAC instructions. This factor affects the
iDVS power saving efficiency, as shown in Fig. 18.
The iDVS mechanism will block the DSP performance when

heavy load task is executed. In addition, the MP3 and JPEG al-
gorithms accounts for 34% of the MAC or high computation in-
struction. Therefore, 34% of power miss will occur. However,

Fig. 17. (a) Measured waveforms of the iDVS with fast transient response.
(b) Zoom-in waveforms showing fast transient response.

Fig. 18. (a) Measured power reduction contributed by the proposed iDVS tech-
nique. (b) Instruction ratio under different application tasks.

an investigation of the 34%DSP instructions reveals that the op-
eration includes signal processing of convolution andmatrix op-
eration. The MP3 polyphase filter equation and the JPEG image
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TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF PRIOR LDO REGULATORS

Fig. 19. Throughput MIPS of the iDVS-based DSP.

discrete-cosines transform equation are shown, respectively, in
[18], [19]

(3)

for
otherwise

(4)

where represents the frame-based 512-point of audio input
data, stands for polyphase filter coefficient, is the subband
output data, represents the 2D block-based 8 8 matrix of
the image input, and stands for the image frequency domain
spectrum.
Inherently, the characteristics of these equations contain a

large number of frame-by-frame or block-by-block processing
signals. Coding these equations into the DSP programs is also
presented in grouping and consecutive for the DSP execution.
Thus, 34% MAC instruction is not a normal distribution in the
instruction stream. When the iDVS performs voltage transition,

only the up-tracking request is required to insert an extra cycle
for correct execution. But the DSP programmer or compiler
should avoid generating high powermiss-ratio coding sequence.
There is a trade-off between the MIPS and the power consump-
tion. The experimental results reveal that a well-designed DSP
program can suppress power miss-ratio from 0.5% to 1.5%.
Fig. 19 shows the MIPS performance with power miss-ratio
deviation ranging from 10% to 0.5%. The iDVS mechanism
demonstrates that the MIPS can be improved by 2.4 and 1.2
times when the power miss-ratio is 10% and 0.5%, respectively,
through the activation of the AIC scheme. As a result, the pro-
posed iDVS power-management strategy can obtain a peak of
53% power savings. A total of 92% power reduction can also
be achieved during sleep mode, thereby extending further the
battery life of portable devices.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an iDVS power management strategy
with an all-digital LASC D-LDO regulator. The prototype
of the iDVS-based DSP chip is implemented in an HH-NEC
0.18- m standard CMOS process. The DSP chip with the pro-
posed iDVS obtains 53% power savings compared with a DSP
chip without iDVS. Embedding the LASC D-LDO regulator
enables the system to achieve fast-response and low-quiescent
current. The MIPS performance can be maintained by the
iDVS-based DSP through the utilization of the proposed AIC
technique and the LASCD-DLO regulator. Furthermore, the
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standard cell library design flow for the iDVS processor and
the all-digital LASC LDO regulator are amenable to standard
digital CMOS processes. Therefore, the proposed iDVS power
management strategy significantly facilitates the iDVS-based
low-power DSP design.
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